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ABSTRACT
A spherical map of a cortical surface is often used for improved brain registration, for
advanced morphometric analysis (eg, of brain shape), and for surface-based analysis of
functional signals recorded from the cortex. Furthermore, for intersubject analysis, it is
usually necessary to reparameterize the surface mesh into a common coordinate system.
An isometric map conserves all angle and area information in the original cortical mesh;
however, in practice, spherical maps contain some distortion. Here, we propose fast new
algorithms to reduce the distortion of initial spherical mappings generated using one of
three common spherical mapping methods. The algorithms iteratively solve a nonlinear
optimization problem to reduce distortion. Our results demonstrate that our correction
process is computationally inexpensive and the resulting spherical maps have improved
distortion metrics. We show that our corrected spherical maps improve reparameterization
of the cortical surface mesh, such that the distance error measures between the original
and reparameterized surface are significantly decreased.
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Introduction
Most brain MRI scanning protocols acquire volumetric data
about the anatomy of the subject. However, it is sometimes
desirable to conduct analyses that focus exclusively on the geometry of the cortical surface. This type of analysis may be
conducted directly in volume space or by first generating a
surface mesh from the volumetric data.1-3 A surface mesh is
useful for computing average surfaces, and the surface coordinates are useful for making comparisons of data across subjects that take into account the cortical folding pattern. Furthermore, a surface mesh makes it easier to perform some
types of shape analyses, for example, spherical harmonic analysis, Laplace–Beltrami (LB) eigenmaps (another form of shape
analysis), gyrification indices that measure surface complexity in 3-dimensional (3D), and complexity analysis that regrids the cortex.4-6 To proceed with these analyses, a surface
mesh that accurately represents cortical anatomy must first be
generated.
Surface analyses have special advantages that are not present
using volumetric data alone. For instance, brain surface meshes
have been shown to increase the accuracy of brain registration
compared with linear Talairach registration.7-10 Brain surface
meshes also permit new forms of analyses, such as gyrification
indices that measure surface complexity in 3D,6,11,12 cortical
thickness,13,14 and data compression and searching in mining

databases.15 Furthermore, inflation or spherical mapping of the
cortical surface mesh raises the buried sulci to the surface so
that mapped functional activity in these regions can be easily visualized. However, the primary purpose behind spherical
mapping of the brain surface mesh is to generate a common
coordinate system for intersubject analysis. To place a subject
into a common coordinate system, the surface mesh usually
must be reparameterized.
One valuable type of spherical map is a pseudo-isometric
map, which attempts to conserve both angle and area information from the cortical surface mesh. Any mapping may retain area information by computing the Jacobian; however,
a pseudo-isometric map preserves the local areas as much as
possible, such that measuring relative areas in the sphere is essentially the same as doing so on the original surface, without
having to know the Jacobian of the mapping.
Because of the highly folded nature of the cortical surface,
however, it is not possible to obtain a perfectly isometric spherical map of the cortical surface mesh. In addition, depending on
the priorities of the application, either angle or area preservation
must be optimized at the expense of the other. However, it has
not been explored which metric most influences the accuracy
of reparameterization. It is hypothesized that area distortion is
more important than angular distortion. Because there are an
infinite number of solutions for an equiareal mapping, it can
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be advantageous to choose a solution that also keeps angular
distortion at a minimum.16
Previously, most efforts to minimize distortion concurred
with the algorithms used to generate the initial spherical mapping. For instance, one can create a conformal, or anglepreserving, spherical mapping. There is some evidence that
conformal maps may exist in the V1 visual cortex for processing visual data.17 Also, it may be easier to solve partial differential equations on a grid if the grid is conformal, such as for
signal smoothing or for surface-to-surface registration applications. A conformal map of a surface mesh can be generated by
either solving a partial differential equation that involves the
LB operator of the surface coordinates,18,19 often using sulcal
features as explicit landmark constraints,20-22 or by minimizing
the harmonic energy of the mapping to the sphere using variational methods.23-26 Another quasi-conformal mapping procedure uses circle packing as a discrete approximation to the
classical continuous mapping theory.27 More recently, some researchers have used a branch of differential geometry known
as the exterior calculus to build conformal grids directly on surfaces, using holomorphic differential one-forms.28 Conformal
grids on surfaces may also be generated using diverse methods
such as the Ricci flow method,29,30 algebraic function theory,31
slit mapping,32 and cohomology theory.28 The resulting conformal grids may be used for shape analysis using Teichmuller
space theory or tensor-based morphometry on the surface
metric.28,33
Alternatively, specific landmark features, such as sulcal
curves lying in the cortex, can be forced to map to designated
locations on the sphere, using either covariate partial differential equations derived from linear elasticity,34 level set methods and implicit function theory,35 or approximately, by using
mutual information defined on surfaces.24,36 Although some
approaches have computed surface-to-surface registrations by
intermediate mappings of both surfaces to the sphere, an important class of methods has performed direct surface-to-surface
registration.37 In addition, methods using covariant partial differential equations attempt to produce surface-to-surface registrations that, in the continuous case at least, are independent
of the intermediate spherical mappings used to impose grids
on the surfaces.34,38 In these mappings, a flow vector field in
the surface coordinates is developed in which the differential
operators are made covariant to the surface metrics, leading to
surface registrations that are provably independent of the way
the surfaces are gridded, so long as the surfaces are sufficiently
finely sampled.
Within the grid generation field, there exist penalty functionals that will conserve a linear combination of length, orthogonality, and area so that semi-isometric flat maps of sections
of the cortical surface can be generated. However, unless the
surface is developable, it is not possible to conserve all three
functionals. The brain surface mesh may be iteratively inflated
by minimizing an energy functional that is related to metric distortion or geodesic lengths, creating a spherical mapping with
low metric distortion.39,40 Alternately, an initial simple mapping may be optimized by finding the minimum solution to an
error functional that accounts for both area and angular distortion41 or area and length distortion.42 Semi-isometric flat maps
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of sections of the cortical surface may also be generated using a constrained optimization problem that accounts for both
angles and area.43 Such approaches are analogous to grid generation problems for surfaces using the compound functional
method, and can be expanded to n dimensions in the general case.44 In fact, equiareal mappings could be considered
a subcase achievable by using only one of the three penalty
functionals.45
In this paper, we propose to apply three algorithms to optimize spherical maps with respect to area distortion (and, secondarily, local metric distortion). The algorithms are unique
and the problem is solved as an optimization problem to arrive at the minimum (distortion) solution. The method starts
with initial spherical maps generated using a variety of previously developed methods. As a first step, the area distortion
is minimized by finding the minimum solution to a nonlinear optimization problem based on an algorithm (the distort
algorithm, Eq 8) that is directly related to area distortion. After the minimum solution is found, the spherical map is further optimized using more selective variants of all three algorithms. The resulting spherical map has improved distortion
metrics compared to the original map. With respect to reparameterization of the spherical map into a spherical coordinate
system, the optimized spherical maps result in a reparameterization that has significantly lower distance error values compared to the original map. The 3D distance error may be important in the field of morphometry, because if the original
surface is not accurately approximated during reparameterization, some statistical power may be lost for shape and area
analysis.

Methods
Minimizing Distortion
The definition of distortion is by no means established. Because
of the nonheterogeneity of the distortion metrics used, it is feasible to select one metric to optimize. However, the optimization
of one metric usually involves the degradation of another distortion metric, and this information is lost if other distortion
metric values are not reported. Reporting a diverse set of distortion metrics for all resulting spherical maps can circumvent
this.
Three standard distortion metrics include metric distortion,
area distortion, and angle distortion.44 The metric distortion
metric is a universal measure that incorporates both area and
angular distortion, whereas the area and angular distortion metrics selectively measure distortion in areas or angles, respectively. In the following discussion, the surface mesh is assumed
to consist of triangles, but the metrics can be generalized to
non-triangular meshes as well.
Metric distortion is a measure based on differences in distances between vertices. Because two triangles with three congruent sides must by definition be isometric, any deviation corresponds to distortion. Assume that there is a vertex vo,i in the
original brain surface and its matching vertex on the unit sphere
vi . Let do,ij and dij be the distances between the ith and jth vertices in the original brain and the spherical map, respectively.

The metric distortion is then defined as follows:
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where Nv is the total number of vertices in the mesh and n
are the neighboring vertices.39,46 The metric distortion metric
could be applied locally such that the set of neighboring vertices
n(i) includes only the 1-neighbors of the ith vertex, or it can be
applied globally such that the neighboring vertices n(i) include
all other vertices in the mesh; despite whether the measure is
global or local, the optimal value signifying true isometry is
zero. For global metric distortion calculations, it is necessary to
select a random set of 1,000 vertices to reduce the computation
time. For is subset of vertices, the same calculation shown in
Equation 1 is applied.
Area distortion examines the areal difference for each triangle in the mesh. Assume that there is a triangle to,i in the
original brain surface and its spherical map equivalent ti . We
define area distortion of triangle ti as follows:
(
)
Ao a i
.
(2)
εi,area = log10
A ao,i
Here, Ao and A are the total surface area of the brain mesh
and the unit sphere mesh, whereas ai and ao,i are the areas of
the triangles to,i in the brain mesh and ti in the unit sphere mesh,
respectively. The areas are normalized with respect to the total
surface area of the mesh, allowing meshes of different physical
dimensions to be compared. The area distortion metric ε i has
some interesting properties, in that it will create a distribution
that is centered around zero, and a value of +1 means that a
triangle is scaled by a factor of 10 compared to its equivalent
triangle in the original mesh. The average area distortion of the
entire mesh is defined as follows:
!area =
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$
$
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where Nt is the total number of triangles in the mesh.
To measure angle distortion, each of the three angles ∠ai ,
∠bi , and ∠ci in triangle ti need to be calculated and compared
to the original three angles ∠ao,i , ∠bo,i , and ∠co,i in triangle to,i .
We then define the angular distortion for triangle ti as follows:
$
$ $
$ $
$
(4)
εi,angle = $∠ai − ∠ao,i $ + $∠b i − ∠b o,i $ + $∠c i − ∠c o,i $ .

For this metric, the ideal value (eg, no angular distortion)
is zero. The average angle distortion can then be calculated as
follows:
!angle =
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$
$
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3Nt

(5)
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Weighted Algorithms for Area Distortion Correction
Weighted algorithms are applied directly upon the initial spherical map. Given a vertex v in the spherical map, each triangle
adjacent to the vertex can be assigned a weight that can be used
to adjust the position of the vertex. The center of each triangle

tj containing vertex v is found using the formula:
)
(
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where r and s are the other two vertices in the triangle. One
possible weighting scheme adjusts the vertex v so that the areas
are more evenly distributed, such that the weight wj of triangle
tj is
wj =

aj
,
Av

(7)

where Av is the total area of all triangles containing vertex v .
The position of vertex v can then be updated as follows:
$
=
v area

N
!
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where N is the number of triangles containing vertex v . This
weighting scheme could be considered as a form of smoothing
in that it distributes area more equally among triangles, and it
is beneficial only if the original mesh contains triangles of fairly
uniform area or the spherical map has large area distortions.
Applied indiscriminately to a mesh with nonuniform triangle
sizes, the area distortion will eventually increase. However, the
algorithm can be limited by calculating the local area distortion
post hoc, and only updating the vertex v if local area distortion is
reduced. The change in a patch of the spherical mesh after one
iteration of this algorithm on the LB conformal map is shown
in Figure 1C.
A modification of the above algorithm uses a weighting
scheme based on the area distortion, as follows:
χj =

dj
.
Dv

(9)

Here, dj is the area distortion of triangle tj that includes
vertex v , and Dv is the total distortion of all of the triangles that
include vertex v . The area distortion dj of triangle tj can be
found as follows:
aj
,
(10)
dj =
ao, j
where aj is the area of the triangle in the spherical map and
ao,j is the area of the triangle in the original mesh. The updated
vertex v $distort can be found as follows:
$
=
v distort

N
!

χjc j.

(11)

j =1

The advantage of this algorithm over the previous one is
that it directly corrects for area distortion. It is also possible to
calculate the local area distortion post hoc, updating the location
of vertex v only if v $distort is found to reduce local area distortion.
The change in a patch of spherical mesh resulting from one
iteration of this algorithm on the LB conformal map is shown
in Figure 1D.

Ray-Tracing Algorithms for Metric Distortion Correction
An inherent property of triangles is that two triangles with three
congruent sides must by default be isometric. Thus, by adjusting the length of each edge in the spherical map to be equal
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Table 1.
Correction

Coarse
Fine

Iterative Optimization Pipeline
Algorithm

Options

Distort (Eq 11)
Area (Eq 8)
Ray-trace (Eq 13)
Ray-trace (Eq 13)
Ray-trace (Eq 13)
Distort (Eq 11)
Ray-trace (Eq 13)

Selective
Selective
Large triangles only
Selective
Selective
Selective

Max iterations

100,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

The algorithm traces all line segments adjacent to vertex v
to update the position of the vertex such that metric distortion is
reduced. If the directional vector vj is the vector representation
of a line segment in the spherical mesh that contains vertex v ,
then the ray-traced vector v $ j can be represented mathematically as follows:
+,
*+ + +
v $j = +v j + − +v o, j + v̂ j .
(12)

Here, vo,j is the vector representation of the corresponding
line segment in the original brain mesh, and v̂ j is the unit vector
along the direction of vj . The updated position of the vertex v
is then
$
=v+
v ray

Fig 1. This figure shows a patch from the spherical mapping processed with a variety of algorithms for one iteration only. The entire
map was processed and the patch was subsequently extracted. The
original patch (A) is first processed using the Laplace-Beltrami operator (B) to generate a conformal map. The conformal map is then
processed with only one iteration of the area algorithm (C), the distortion algorithm (D), the ray-tracing algorithm (E), or the ray-tracing
algorithm selectively applied to large triangles (F). Without testing for
triangle flips, the ray-tracing algorithm results in the mesh shown in
(G). As a reference, a representative final patch is shown in (H).
to its corresponding edge in the original cortical surface map,
the distortion in the spherical map should be reduced. This
can be accomplished by tracing line segments in the spherical
mesh along their vector direction such that the magnitude of the
traced vector is equivalent to the length of the corresponding
line segment in the original brain mesh.
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N
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where N is the total number of line segments that are adjacent
to vertex v . The ray-tracing function does not guarantee that
the updated vertex positions lie upon the surface of the sphere,
so a final step is to project the vertex onto the surface of the
sphere. The change in a patch of the spherical mesh after one
iteration of this algorithm on the conformal LB map is shown
in Figures 1E–G.
Two major limitations of this algorithm need to be addressed
to achieve a satisfactory solution. First, the updated vertex position can result in triangle flips (Fig 1G). This problem can be
easily circumvented by testing whether the angles between the
normals of neighboring triangles in the pre- and post-updated
spherical mesh are larger than 1◦ , and excluding the vertex
from the set of updated vertices if true (Fig 1E).
Second, the contribution to v $ray from large triangles can
overwhelm contributions from small triangles and can thus
generate large metric distortions in small triangles. This is especially valid if the spherical map has large area distortion, such
as the distortion that can be caused by the LB conformal map
(which ignores area distortions to enforce angle conservation).
To compensate for this limitation, the algorithm may be selectively applied only to vertices where the local area distortion is
large (Fig 1F).
Finally, as earlier, it is also possible to calculate the local area
distortion post hoc and update the location of the vertex only if
local area distortion is reduced.

Optimization in Relation to Area Distortion
For meshes with large area distortion, empirical results demonstrate that the most effective algorithm for reducing area distortion is the distortion correction algorithm (Eq 11) (see “Results

Fig 2.

A surface is mapped to a sphere, then resampled onto regularly spaced grid. The original surface mesh (A) is mapped onto a sphere
(B, blue). A regularly sampled sphere (B, red) is overlaid on top of this sphere. For each point in the regularly sampled grid (C, red), the
intersecting triangle in the spherical mapping (C, blue) is found, and the barycentric coordinates within this triangle are calculated to obtain a
coordinate of location within the original surface mesh.

and Discussion” section for the effect of each algorithm on
distortion). If all vertices are included, this equation is essentially a nonlinear optimization problem whose ideal solution
is achieved when the weights are equal to the inverse of the
number of neighboring triangles. To arrive at the minimum solution, the problem can be solved iteratively, such that the surface mesh is only updated if the total area distortion of the mesh
is significantly reduced. It is presumed that an initial spherical
map that has more area distortion will require more iterations
to arrive at the minimum solution than a spherical mapping
with low initial area distortion.
After optimization using the distortion correction algorithm,
the other algorithms are applied to further reduce area distorTable 2.

LB
SI1
SI2

Spherical Coordinate Reparameterization and Error
Quantification
Using the original and optimized spherical maps, the surfaces
are reparameterized using a spherical coordinate system, such

Average Metric, Area, and Angular Distortion Metrics and Real Computation Time for 20 Central Surface Meshes
Local metric
distortion

CS

tion in the order outlined in Table 1. This order was optimized
empirically for computation speed and reduced distortion metrics. Generally, the “coarser” algorithms are applied first; these
algorithms are “coarse” in that they result in relatively large
changes in the distortion metrics. The mesh is then optimized
with increasingly “finer” algorithms that make smaller changes
in the distortion metrics. All initial spherical maps were processed using an identical algorithm pipeline.

IC

√
√
√

Global metric
distortion

Area distortion

Angular distortion

Time (s)

Mean

!

Mean

!

Mean

!

Mean

!

Mean

!

.3762
.2372
.3856
.2372
.2615
.2235

–
−.1390
–
−.1484
–
−.0380

.3155
.2949
.2963
.2875
.2878
.2874

–
−.0206
–
−.0088
–
−.0004

.3879
.1677
.2373
.1299
.1632
.1345

–
−.2202
–
−.1074
–
−.0287

2.326
13.300
23.170
16.186
16.501
14.417

–
+10.974
–
−6.984
–
−2.084

129.9
8780.9
44.4
899.3
4523.5
5115.2

–
+8651.0
–
+854.9
–
+591.7

#: Change from uncorrected surface; IC: isometric correction; LB: Laplace–Beltrami; SI1: surface inflation method #1; SI2: surface inflation method #2.

Table 3.

Average Metric, Area, and Angular Distortion Metrics and Real Computation Time for 20 White Matter Surface Meshes
Local metric
distortion

WM

LB
SI1
SI2

IC

√
√
√

Global metric
distortion

Area distortion

Angular distortion

Time (s)

Mean

!

Mean

!

Mean

!

Mean

!

Mean

!

.3932
.2230
.3506
.2239
.1988
.1983

–
−.1702
–
−.1267
–
−.0005

.3285
.3022
.3079
.2993
.3066
.3056

–
−.0263
–
−.0086
–
−.0010

.4235
.1569
.2199
.1198
.0769
.0760

–
−.2466
–
−.1001
–
−.0009

2.044
13.003
22.523
15.915
15.903
15.919

–
+10.959
–
−6.608
–
+.016

104.2
9243.5
44.4
874.0
4797.9
4960.7

–
+9139.3
–
+829.6
–
+162.8

#: Change from uncorrected surface; IC: isometric correction; LB: Laplace–Beltrami; SI1: surface inflation method #1; SI2: surface inflation method #2.
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Fig 3.

The average metric, area, and angular distortion histograms are shown here for 20 central surface meshes. The isometry correction
process improves most profiles, except for the angular distortion for the Laplace-Beltrami initial mapping. LB: Laplace–Beltrami; SI1: surface
inflation method #1; SI2: surface inflation method #2.

that the surfaces have regularly sampled points with respect to
θ and φ, where θ is the colatitude and φ is the azimuthal coordinate. To accomplish this, points are generated from equally
sampled values of θ and φ for all members in the sets, such that
there are a varying number of points per set (128, 256, 512, or
1,024). For each regularly sampled spherical point, the bounding triangle on the cortical spherical map is found. Within that
bounding triangle, a coordinate of location is approximated using barycentric coordinates, for example, the location of the
regularly sampled point within the bounding triangle on the
spherical map determines a certain set of barycentric coordinates, and these barycentric coordinates are then used within
the corresponding triangle in the original cortical surface to
find the cortical location. The result is a regularly sampled
spherical map in which every point is associated with a coordinate related to the location on the original cortical surface (Fig 2). Near the poles (located along the north–south
axis), the mesh has a higher resolution than at the equator.
This increased point density at the poles may be avoided by
regridding using refinement of Platonic solids; however, this
additional step was not implemented for the results shown
later.47
The reparameterized surfaces were then compared to the
original brain surface mesh using the mean distance error and
$
the Hausdorff distance. The minimum distance function d(p,S )
between a point p∈X on the reparameterized mesh and the
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original brain surface S $ can be defined as
+
+
d ( p, S$ ) = min + p − S$ + .

(14)

The mean distance error de is the average minimum distance
between a set of points X and a surface S $
de =

1 !
d( p, S$ ),
Np

(15)

p∈X

where Np is the number of points in the set of points X .
The Hausdorff distance is simply the maximum distance error within the set of minimum distances:
d H = max{d( p, S)},

(16)

There are two surfaces that are being compared, S and S $ . It
is key to note that the minimum distance from the set of points
on surface S to the other surface S $ is not equivalent to the
minimum distance from the set of points on surface S $ to surface
S . When measuring the distance error from the reparameterized
surface to the original brain surface, this will be referred to as
the forward Hausdorff distance and mean distance error; in the
other direction, it is the reverse Hausdorff distance and mean
distance error.

Fig 4. Shown is the distribution of the metric distortion across a sample central surface mesh. The isometry correction process (right
column) reduces metric distortion for all initial spherical mapping methods (left column). For SI2, only the fine correction was used. P: isometry
correction processed; LB: Laplace–Beltrami; SI1: surface inflation method #1; SI2: surface inflation method #2.

Sample Data
All results were generated using 10 healthy control subject
brains. For the 10 control subjects (4 females and 6 males,
mean age 35.3 years, SD ±11.3), T1-weighted images were
obtained on a 1.5T Philips Gyroscan ACSII. There were 256
sagittal slices per scan (1 mm thickness, T R = 13 ms, T E =
5 ms, flip angle = 25◦ , field-of-view = 256 mm) with a matrix size of 256 × 256, resulting in an isotropic voxel size
of 1 mm3 . All images were preprocessed using the processing pipeline (recon-all-all) included in FreeSurfer v4.0.5
(http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/) to obtain the initial white
matter (WM) and pial surface meshes. Because there is a direct correspondence between the vertices in these two surfaces, these surfaces were averaged to obtain the central
surface.
The initial spherical mappings were generated using one of
three previously published methods: solving the LB operator
with a Möbius transformation optimization19 ; inflating the brain
surfaces using a smoothing operation (SI1)48 ; and inflating the
brain surfaces while optimizing for metric distortion (SI2).39
The isometry correction process was applied to both the WM
and the central surface spherical maps for both the right and
left hemispheres.

For all methods, the time to calculate the resulting spherical
map mesh was obtained by running all analyses on an Apple
Xserve with 2 Quad-Core Intel Xeon with 2.6 GHz running
Mac OS X 10.5. No other programs were run at the same time
while running the analysis.

Results and Discussion
Distortion Metrics Improve via Algorithmic Correction
The isometry correction process based on the three distortion correction algorithms outlined above creates a pseudoisometric map of the cortical surface. Applied to the three
initial spherical maps, the result is a spherical map that has
significantly lower area and local metric distortion, with varying results on angular distortion and minimal cost in regards
to computational time. There is low variability in the distortion
results across subjects, indicating that the isometry correction
process is fairly robust independent of the input spherical map.
Computation times depend on both the mesh size (which for
the sample data is an average of 126,000 points per mesh) and
the average area distortion of the input spherical map.
The average area, angular, and local metric distortion values, as well as the real computation time, for the central surface
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Fig 5. Shown is the distribution of the area distortion across a sample central surface mesh. The isometry correction process (right column)
reduces area distortion for all initial spherical mapping methods (left column). For SI2, only the fine correction was used. P: isometry correction
processed; LB: Laplace–Beltrami; SI1: surface inflation method #1; SI2: surface inflation method #2.
and WM surface are given in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. The
initial spherical map that has fairly low metric distortion is the
one generated using the SI2 method. In this case, the isometry correction process makes only minimal modification to the
starting map, especially for the WM surface. However, for both
the central and WM surfaces, the area and metric distortions are
reduced. Conversely, the large initial area distortions of the LB
conformal maps result in a significant increase in computation
time compared to the other two initial maps.
The change in the distortion distribution due to the isometry correction process for the central surface is shown in
Figure 3. In most cases, the isometry correction process results in an improved distortion profile. However, the LB conformal map had initially low angular distortion that was lost
during the isometry correction process. The histogram profile
is highly consistent for the mesh passed through the isometry
correction process, independent of the initial spherical mapping
method.
Figures 4–6 show the distribution of the metric, area, and angular distortion of the spherical map, mapped across the original
central surface mesh. For the LB and SI1 mapping processes,
both the coarse and fine corrections were used; the SI2 map
was only processed with the fine correction. Under ideal circumstances, the distortion would be evenly distributed across
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the brain surface; however, it is not. With respect to angular distortion, the LB conformal map has very low angular distortion,
but other methods create a map that has relatively large angular
distortion along the gyri and not the sulci. The LB conformal
map also compresses triangles at the rostral and caudal poles,
as reflected in the large negative area distortion values located
in these regions.
Most notably, the distortion in the final spherical map appears to be independent of the starting spherical map, as reflected numerically in the distortion metric values and visually
in the histograms. Although there are an infinite number of solutions for mapping points onto a sphere, the minimum-distortion
solution is a small subset of possible solutions. The similarity between the final mappings indicates that the isometry correction
process converges toward a common minimum. The rate of
convergence is initially fast, and then decreases as the spherical
mapping solution approaches convergence.
We must also confirm that the cortical mapping onto the
sphere does not have any large distortions. As Figure 7 shows,
the isometry correction process dramatically reduces the distortion evident in the LB and SI1 mapping, while there is no
significant change from the SI2 mapping. The LB conformal
map devotes significantly more surface area to gyral regions
than was originally present in the brain surface.

Fig 6. Shown is the distribution of the angular distortion across a sample central surface mesh. The isometry correction process (right
column) reduces angular distortion for all initial spherical mapping methods (left column) except for LB. For SI2, only the fine correction was
used. P: isometry correction processed; LB: Laplace–Beltrami; SI1: surface inflation method #1; SI2: surface inflation method #2.
Although the maps were of the central surface of one brain,
the results generalize to the other central surface and WM maps.
The isometry correction process generates a spherical map with
low overall distortion, independent of the initial spherical mapping method.

Effects of Disparate Algorithms on Area and Angle Distortion
The comprehensive effects of each algorithm on the spherical
mapping cannot be fully understood due to the complex nature
of the mesh being acted upon. However, it is worthwhile to
attempt to tease out the peculiar effects of each algorithm on the
spherical mappings by passing a map through 1,000 iterations
of each algorithm alone and measuring the resulting area and
angular distortion (Fig 8). The LB conformal map was chosen as
the initial map due to its relatively high initial metric distortion.
The ray-tracing algorithm (Eq 13) and its large-triangle-only
variant produced maps that had approximately the same area
distortion but much larger angular distortion compared to the
original LB conformal map. An examination of the maps reveals
that this is due precisely to the complex nature of the mesh
being acted upon. Some triangles are corrected at a high cost
to neighboring triangles. The ray-tracing algorithm was indeed

found to perform well only when the area and angular distortion
were already fairly low.
The two weighted algorithms (Eqs 8 and 11) generated maps
that had significantly lower area distortion than the original LB
conformal map, with the distortion variant (Eq 11) outperforming the area-only algorithm (Eq 8) in both metrics. In general,
the distortion variant (Eq 11) was found to be the best solution
for generating a spherical map from the LB conformal map in
terms of computation speed and distortion metrics, compared
to other algorithms.

Reparameterization Accuracy as a Function of Distortion
and Resolution
Generally, the forward Hausdorff distance and mean distance
error metrics measure how well the reconstructed surface
matches the original surface mesh; the reverse Hausdorff distance and mean distance error indicate how much information
from the original surface mesh was retained in the reconstruction. It is therefore expected that the forward metrics may increase as a function of resolution, since there are simply more
points in the mesh that will have potentially larger distance
errors. However, these measures should be extremely small
values, which was experimentally confirmed; the two metrics
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Fig 7. Cortical mappings onto the spherical mesh are shown on the sphere for the lateral (left) and medial (right) cortical central surfaces
for one subject. The top row shows the inflated surface as a reference. The surface achieved via the isometry correction process is similar,
independent of the initial spherical mapping. For the SI2 method, there is almost no change, since the original mapping had low distortion. IC:
isometry correction; LB: Laplace–Beltrami; SI1: surface inflation method #1; SI2: surface inflation method #2.
are on the order of nanometers rather than millimeters (Figs 9
and 10).
For the reverse metrics, it is expected that a higher resolution
mesh will decrease these values, which was found to be the case
(Figs 9 and 10). The mean distance error can be considered to be
a more critical measure than the Hausdorff distance, because
the Hausdorff distance is the absolute maximum rather than
an overall measure for the entire surface mesh. A large mean
distance error indicates that geometric information from the
original cortical surface mesh is not adequately represented in
the reparameterized mesh.
For both the central and WM surfaces, the reverse mean
distance error decreased if the isometry correction process was
applied; for the SI2 method, there was only a slight decrease
in this measure (Tables S1 and S2). The reverse Hausdorff distance also decreased for all cases, with the one exception of
SI2 for the CS at low resolutions. It can be assumed that this
occurred due to the way that the SI2 mesh was created. The
surface was inflated while minimizing a squared edge length
error. Because the value is squared, outliers are punished more
so than in the isometry correction process, which uses an error
function that is directly proportional to the length error. This
can be translated into fewer distance error outliers during the
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Fig 8. A scatter plot of average area distortion metrics versus
average angular distortion metrics is shown here, for central surface
spherical maps using just a single algorithm over 1,000 iterations.
The average area and angular distortion metrics (with standard error
of the mean) are included. LB: Laplace–Beltrami; A: area; D: distort;
R: ray-trace; LR: ray-trace for large triangles only.

Fig 9. For the central surface, the average Hausdorff distance and mean distance error change as a function of mesh resolution. For

the reverse Hausdorff distance, the PLB and PSI2 methods are almost equivalent; for the mean distance error, the PLB, PSI1, SI2, and
PSI2 methods overlap for most mesh resolutions. Error bars show the standard error of the mean for the 20 meshes. P: isometry correction
processed; LB: Laplace–Beltrami; SI1: surface inflation method #1; SI2: surface inflation method #2.

reparameterization process, which will have an effect on the
reverse Hausdorff distance (a maximization term) but not on
the reverse mean distance error. Instead, the mean distance
error is minimized if the distortion is minimized, which was
found to be the case, because the isometry correction process reduces both the distortion metrics and the reverse mean distance
errors.

Conclusion
Our isometry correction process significantly decreases the distortion of spherical maps using a combination of three original
algorithms. The starting spherical map was generated using one
of three common methods: a conformal map obtained by solving a partial differential equation involving the LB operator of

the surface coordinates and optimized with a Möbius transformation, iteratively smoothing and inflating the brain surface
mesh until a spherical shape is obtained, and inflating the brain
surface mesh while minimizing a metric distortion energy functional. Independent of the method used to generate the starting
spherical map, the map that resulted after processing with the
isometry correction algorithms exhibited lower metric and area
distortion, at relatively minimal cost to angular distortion.
The analyses were conducted on the central and WM surfaces. Conceivably, there are three potential surfaces that can
be analyzed: the WM surface, the pial surface, and the central
surface. The central surface can be constructed by averaging
the pial and WM surfaces, or by extracting it directly from
the volumetric data. Generally, the pial surface tends to have
more pronounced folds, whereas the WM surface tends to have
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Fig 10. For the WM surface, the average Hausdorff distance and mean distance error change as a function of mesh resolution. For the

reverse mean distance error, the PLB, PSI1, SI2, and PSI2 methods overlap for most mesh resolutions. Error bars show the standard error of
the mean for the 20 meshes. P: isometry correction processed; LB: Laplace–Beltrami; SI1: surface inflation method #1; SI2: surface inflation
method #2.

higher average curvature, or a rougher surface. We chose to
focus on the central surface to have a midway representation
between these two extremes. The central surface might represent the cortical ribbon more accurately than surfaces along
either the inner or outer boundary,15 because both sulci and
gyri are better defined. However, to confirm the generality of
the isometry correction process, the numerical results for the
WM surfaces were also included. These results demonstrate a
more significant correction via the isometry correction process
than was observed for the central surface.
Each algorithm used in the processing pipeline has an antecedent, and elucidating these relationships may help future
research. For instance, the weighted algorithm that updates the
vertices based solely on area is related to smoothing functions,
because by default it creates a distribution of triangle areas that
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is more uniform. An improved variant of this algorithm would
be directly related to area distortion, and it was experimentally confirmed that choosing a weight based on area distortion
results in an improved outcome.
A class of algorithms that could be considered antecedent
to the ray-tracing algorithm is those that calculate energy functions that minimize metric distortion.39,49 However, metric distortion is an indefinite term. Some previous definitions include
the variance of the distance error extremes, the square-mean
error of distance, or the direct distance error. Furthermore,
the distance error can be local or global, in which the latter
incorporates the geodesic distance error of each vertex to all
other vertices in the mesh. It may be of interest to elucidate
one algorithm from this class in detail. The FreeSurfer suite reduces distortion by calculating an energy functional that must be

minimized. The energy functional includes a value representing
a form of local metric distortion as well as a spring force to drive
surface inflation, where the metric distortion term is the meansquared local distance error. Minimizing this energy functional
during surface inflation produces a surface with low distortion
but at relatively high computational cost. In contrast, the raytracing algorithm is applied iteratively and potentially independently of the mesh distortion, thus reducing the computation
time.
Certainly, it is optimal to reduce the global metric distortion, which would minimize the change in geodesic distance
between prominent surface features.50 The computational cost
of computing the global metric distortion naturally restricts the
direct use of this metric when inflating the surface or mapping
to a sphere. Theoretically, the local overall reduction of metric distortion inherently leads to low global metric distortion,
yet forthcoming developments in computational power may
permit a more direct application of global metric distortion in
spherical mapping.
Reparameterization of the spherical mapping was improved
with respect to distance error values if the area distortion of the
spherical mapping was reduced. A related problem in spline
theory optimizes this criterion (eg, distance error) directly by
adjusting the location of the reparameterized points. If the goal
is to maximize the surface fidelity using a fixed number of
points, the best mapping will be one that is adaptive to the
local curvature of the surface, for example, flatter areas of the
surface will be sampled using fewer points, and the point density
will increase in high-curvature regions. An equiareal mapping
achieves this approximately, which is reflected in the decreased
distance errors during re-parameterization.
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